
WHAT YOU WILL NEED
A clean cloth

A bottle of glass cleaner or IPA

An old credit card (or similar) 

HOW TO APPLY YOUR DECALS
Small–medium digitally printed decals

STEP 1: PREPARE THE SURFACE
Using your glass cleaner or IPA, carefully clean the surface to which you wish 
to apply the sticker. Remove unwanted dust and grime and dry with a lint 
free cloth.

STEP 2: PEEL AWAY THE BACKING FILM
Lay the sticker down on a clean flat surface. Carefully peel away the backing 
film so that the sticky side is exposed. Be careful to handle the decal only at 
the edges.

STEP 3: APPLY THE DECAL
For small decals simply align the sticker carefully and smooth it out with your 
hands to apply it. Once in position it cannot be moved, so use great care. 
Go over the surface with your credit card, paying particular attention to the 
corners and small details.

For large decals, ask a colleague for help and use the wet method. This 
involves spraying the surface with a mild water and washing up liquid solution 
before attempting to position the sticker. The wet method will give you a little 
freedom to adjust the position a little without damaging the vinyl. Wait about 
10-15 minutes for the sticker to dry.



WHAT YOU WILL NEED
A clean cloth

A bottle of glass cleaner or IPA

An old credit card (or similar)

Masking tape 

HOW TO APPLY YOUR DECALS
Vinyl cut decals with application tape

STEP 1: PREPARE THE SURFACE
Using your glass cleaner or IPA, carefully clean the surface to which you wish 
to apply the stickers. Remove unwanted dust and grime and dry with a lint 
free cloth.

STEP 2: POSITION YOUR DECAL
Position tiyr vinyl sheet on thte surface, centering the letters and securing it 
with maskign tape. (The tape acts as a hinge for the project) You can see the 
lettering through the semi-transparent application tape.

STEP 3: REMOVE THE BACKING
Fliip the lettering sheet upward and slowly peel off the bottom layer. Let 
the lettering rest on the application tape (semi-transparent top layer). If the 
lettering wants to stick to the backing, slowly manipulate the backing to help 
the stickers stick to the top layer.

STEP 4: RUB THE LETTERS ON TO THE WALL
Use your credit card and firmly rub over the application tape to secure the 
lettering to your surface. Work from the centre out on both sides letting the 
card act as a squeegee over the lettering.

STEP 5: PEEL OFF THE APPLICATION TAPE
Next, carefully peel off the sticky application tape to reveal your decal.


